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INTRODUCTION

The openness of the public college aria univerSitypaMpus

;has been an.accepted given the contemporary history of higher

education. The campus, almos1c by definition, has been a 4

crossroad and often the focal point- for .the cultural life
A

of the institution.and its environs: Kaplin'points.out this

role by writing that "postsecondary institutions have been the

location for many types of everts which attract people froth.the

surrounding community, and sometimesfrOm other parts of-the

state ry, and the world." He writes that "because of ,

their capacity -for large apdiences 'an& the sheer, numbers of

students, fadulty, and staff on.campws everyday, postsecondary

institutions .provide an excellent forum for speake'rs, conferendes,

pamphleteering, and,other kinds of informational 'exchanges. In

addition, cultural, entertainment, and-sporting-events attract

large numbers of outside persona."

There is little doubt that the vitality and enriching'climate

of the American higher education pAcess:,is highly correlated,

gtolhis interfaced relationship which it shares with its

external environment: The acadgmy has progressed away-froM

the cloistered, elitit institution that existed in.the

historical 'heritage of higher edUeatiOn.

Unfortunately, this opbnpesp posed altogethernew imensions
/

for high education.administratori in the Rot too distant past.

Sudienly, the vulnerab4ity. and 'accessiLlities of the public

olive or university campus to both internal and external

41r
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disruptive forces became iOmediately evident. Blumer and

Wiseil found the following:

Thy late 1960's and early 70's brOught to the
campus number of"new concerns ,with regard to
campus 4.ecurity. Panty raids beer bust and
college pranks faded, far:difershadowed by
collective violence, sabotager and higher c3)ime,
rates: Street'violence in response.to the
military draft and the Upited States intervention
in the Vietnam War expdnsibn.into Cambodia'
brought building takeovers, highway blockages,
bombings, and acts of arson. Class boycotts
and strikes occurred frequentlw.2

Haplessly, the declining politicization of. the American

1

college student Ind, the ,end to the Vietnam War related "protests

have not healed the residual scars and have not prevented an

insipid -41.ew turn of, events for the. college campus. The

vulnerabilities of-the campus are stll being exploited.

Again,. Blumer and Wistil comment,:

Educational institutions gained unwarranted notoriety
through news media coverage -of those protest activities.
Some security directors believe that thid public exposure
was partially responsible for the dramatic increase
in violent crimes, rapes, robberies, and even h6mocides
on college campuses. '-...Consequeptly crime prevention
effbrtg are being increased on co/lege property in

I carder to cut down on the free access to college property,
3

Blumer and Wistil, a, unitersity-counsel and .security director,

respectively,Aoserve "the desireable openness bf the college

community invites crimeLand makes security management difficult.

Some. administrators have been faceciwith weighing the value of

opennegs,against possible criminal Activity and Its impact'on

the college community. "4 This is indeed a troublesome predicament

for higher education.

This disturbing trend is Well documented.in.the two-part

chronicle and analysis of the recent events at Kent State University.

I 5
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The campus police chief And a renowned ariminai gist faculty member
\

) traced the.histofy and dynamibs of -lie "recentencaTpment/confr6nAion,
.

to ha).t construction of a campuS gym adjacent to the, site goihere
N.

four studentqf were killed.in -the 1976 shooting. The authors devel-
.

oped the evolution of a localized anti-construction mOvement on the
, I

campus to an entirely new type of entity, a radicalize& group'

known as'the 'May 4th Coalition" supported by a movement known
0 .4

as the ''AvvOlutionary Student Brigade." Malone and Eastman described

this mo VeMent:

.In 1977, perhaps begjnning in late 1976, a new
type of activist' movement seemed to take hold
based on a -cooperative effort of students altd
non - students, perhaps Withicontrol lying With
`the latter. It gained such impetus, that one
might conclude that the.era of independent
student aqtivity had passed andthat a 'broader /
basedcoalition7type, anti-,est'ablphment
movement wab underway.5 ;14

rl .

Resulting data bore out their observations in numerous

situations regarding the influence and frequency of outside

4'
participation. For example, whenlone series of, arrests was made

...

on July,.12, ,l977`-in response to defiance to a court order, 125, out

. V.

. , Of 193 persons arrested at a.campus sit-in were discovered Jo be

. .

.., i

nor - students..
4.0

. Recogn ising the recent Kent 8tate,University protests to be

a,larger scale activity based on emotional issues does not eliminate
. /

.

or lessen the vulnerability of 'other'campuses to outsiders involved
1

in 'criminal or

-

'40i.i,ruptive inflUences. Possibly it indicative
,.

. ( .. . .

of the need for tountermeasures to deal with persons -and influences,

in the legalarenaJ:whep 'the safet1', and se8urity-of the camps
4 n.

'CpMMUrtit is 'threatened. 'Hall. and Beck sounded the alarm in

197,4 when they warned that "colleges and universities should give
,

4 '
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advance ,:pnsideration to 'appropriate' actions to be taken i.A
, , ,-

disruptors are found'to be students from other schools or nori-
. .

I ...students. n7 ,
:.

, 1

;

The legalisms necessary fob' the 'maintenance of the campt4
.

community were predicted by Robeit M. O'Neil, preAhtly the.
...,

'President of The University of Wisconsin System, when he stated

. '('"colleges and, universities will turn indreasingly to the courts foF

protection against hostile external, Pressures and intrusions."

AlthdUgh O'Neil was talking about all ,external forces ranging from
, .

.

such things as regulatory agenc.4. don'to,the campus burglar., the
-

litigation factor he addressed could7;:becdme more perN4asive in
,..

public college and uniVersity administration;
.

/. .

',Paralleling and coincident: tp the pei-iod of'turmoil on the
1

campuses there Hgd been a redefiriTtion, and soMe.feel.a cirCum-

scribing, of the-powers,of theunivesly, 'Regardless 'of the

.

feelings of philosophical stance of admirilstrators and others
,

.

either way,,at least two concepts had emerged.,, First, it was,
.

during thiscrisis period that tie law of higher education emerged,

and secondly, conptitutional protections were defined more exactly

e.
on campus, especially with regard to tee First Amendment,.

A

O'Neil writes:

I ;

MoSt Of what we now describe as,"law of 'higher
education" was promulgated in a period, oecrisis.
The vapt majoritrof recent court,c4ses involving
colleges and universities grew out of the dismissal
and suspension of students. for campus protest

1. activities.. These cases deal'with occupation of,.
buildings, breaking. f.y.inows, blocking of entrance's)
disruption of R.O.T.C. ceremonies, gnd
calfrontations between studentsand administration.
Many of the decisions define' (in ,considerable dethil)
the procedures tha't must be followed in punishing,
student transgress° sf other',cases define'the range
of student conduc tIrotected bythe Ars& Ameadierib.

-3
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Commenting to,similar observations with regard to the

court decisions that developed in the emergence,of the meteoric
4

.'rise of the, law of higher education,'Glenny and Dalglish have-
!

remarkedton Certain matters with regard to the First Amendment.

These higher education researchers stated,"!llyet at the same time

that its members are protected as citizen , the university community,

aS a polity,"is much more prone than, the citizens at large to
4

ex4rcise constitutional rights, especially those under the "First

Itmen4ment
,10

.:

By way of, introduction, we have examined the fact th'atpublith,

*colleges-and university,campusesare increasingly vulnerable to

crime and disruptive transgressions by outsiders as well as

insiders. We have seen a-call for administerators to develop

legal countermea$ures to deal with this problem, at a time that

First Amendment rights are more refined and defined with regard

to the behavior of individuals on these campuses. Let us proceed to

explore'the legal issues and processes related to controlling

access:to the Campus.

'Statement of the Problem .

The question of intrusions by outsiders onto the campuses

of public colleges'anduntversities, that affect
.

the physical.

I" 4.
'security "and safety

.

setting of those campuses has been manifested
, P

44

in various forms..in the past decade and a half. Despite the'
t

.relative tranquility an -assuagement from the demonstrations and

.

protests of the late 1960's and early 70's, disorder and violence

on campus appear to be taking On new Toms. Public college and

university administrators are enmeshed in a perplexing situation

rt

4r"
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of.balanqinq college interest for security against the demands

for public access by persons in the community. There is an
.

i-

urgent-need cor the recognition of:practiCal and leglly ,.

_ defensible measures' aid guidelinethat:ma0e utilized by-
.,'

,. .

college administrators to protect their campuses from outside

persons who constitute threats;'

PurpoS'e of the Study,

The .purpose of this study is twofold: (1) to examine the

. legal means and some relatecl case law used by public higher

education administrators to control access to -Ehe' Campus,. ana

(2).to make suggestions as to how these administrators, their

counsel, and security directors mi ght be better equipped
A
to

deal with these legal procedures,
.

Defi4tion of 'Terms

The following definitlohs of terms used in.this study are

provided for the information of the reader in order to avoid

afiy ambitguities of misconceptions.

Criminal Trespass--

(A) A pers04 commits an,offehse.if he enters or remains on
property ort...n a building of another without effective
consent and he:"

4 i
1. Had notice that the entry was forbidden ; or
2. Received notice to depart' -but failed tAreo so.

(4) For purpose of this.sectionl.

1. "Entry" ieang. the intrusion of *lie entire body.

.

"Notice" means:.
4 P

a. Oral or written communications by the owner
or someone with apparent authority to act ,

/for the owner; cifr
b. Fencing or other enclosure obvio- usly designed

to exclude intrukES; or', ,'

\Ltl. Signs'posted to be reasonably likely tocome
to the att ntion.of the intruder .11



NOTE:

7.

/
Historically, trespass included unlaWfu/ entry or
remaining'' On another' premises tocommit some unlawful

Z\.act. today; sta uteS,define trespass as rawly
unlawfully ent6ring.or remaining on §omeate's premises.
Continued.unlawful entry after being put on notice
constitutes trespass. -Insday to day living, any number

. of persons are permitted on anather's property though,
these persons can lepwfuliy_come onto the premises, they
may by their conduct forfeit'the right to be there.
Once put on notice to leave,..they must do so. or/subject I

I themselves to.prosecutiom for trespass.12 .

. .

Injunction-7-

An order'by a court prohibiting, a defendant from
cOmm4ttng an sat injurious to the plantiff.,

-----....

.
.

A writ prohibiting an 'individual.or organization from,
performing some specified action:14 .

-,

J

.
LEGAL FACTORS RELATED TO CONTROL OR CAMPUS ACCESS

Risk Management

A new and long overdue concept is finding its way intoethe

administrative philosophies and practices of hig her educatiori. This
1

4
I %

t

development, known as risk management, originated inprivate

enterpris in those industries such as insurance and with certain
. .

.--

defense ontractors that required a close attention to cots,.
. 4.

security, and detailed monitoi-ing.of planning and analysis. Only

recently have public° agencies become vitally concerned with risk

management in response, to the increasingly restricted definition
.

i

,of "sovereign immunity,"14increased litigation, and ti hter
11;

budgetary constraints.
15

One subcategory of the risk management process is the reed
r .

for risk appraisal. This is generic term fot analyzing all of

our vulnerabilities and thn acknowledging that something has to
.

be done about them. 13eviewing the'rea1ities, dangers,andliabil-:

ities of community access to public college atd university campuses
rj

art Of the risk appraisal process.

10*
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'Another,process of the risk management concept is. the

8

. ,

t. .... .

'inventory and subsequent development of.means or countermeasures

that can be,focus6d on those risks appraised. Although these

are complex analytical and cognitive activities, suffice it

to say the college administrator refining and evieWing his

legal resources, proactively, is following through on the

risk.management system.
I

An infegral feature of the risk management philosophy and,

practices is the prioritization of the many goals and objectives
,

/
ifor dealing with the risks of the institution. One such priority

to 'be' considered is how the application of risk'countermeasures
0

will affect the image O.* the enterprise, in ours case the public

highev education institution. -.Do to -wish to resort to elaborate

Security measures as several universities With urbanized,settings

have had to do, do we remain totally gpen aild accept what comes

our way, or do we have to position ourselves along the .continuum

in response to an analysis of multiple inputs? In our introduction,

we assessed that there is a threat. Other inputs, are, the'legal

fadtors operative in our working milieu. Some of these,are

subsequently reviewed:

Police Power

Mdtt of the rationale for protection4f the campus'i

based upon an.expansion to college campuses of,the same safeguards

affoded to elementary and Secondary schools under the concept of

police power. This concept is essentially the statutory and
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#

v.

9

r t , .,
.,

I

constitutional authority 9,f the state to protect the health,

welfare,andjafetyoT'.it; citizens: ',:

,

Tt has.bpep. result of police power proviiions and

, interpretation dess by outsiders tof tAic campuses becomes
4

restricted. AlthoUgh landmark-case involved a public school-
4

setting-, the doctrine is recognized as equally applicable to alol

pub lic educational campuses. In the case lof People V. Parker
r.

0
(1955) /08 Misc. 978, 138 NY 2d 2,:itrs round, "the peace 'and

, . .
. p.

.

safety of 'schoolchildren when threatened certainly called for

the, exercile of the police power of tlie-State for their protection.
u16

.

Further, 'in People \v.- Parker, it was'stated, "that the

statute [NY statute,schol trespass law] did not prohibit

ahylOne from going on schoolpremises to,tranSact legitimate
A

. business.. The intent of the-statute is to -prohibit some acts

\I#

fe

#

that are ipherently wrong, the court said, and other.acts not

wrong in themselves, are regulated, and others prohibited under
5

I-

.such circumstances and-in such places as may result in public

disoider and cause some bre? Qf the peace. "''7 -
.

Essentially, what we find from police power is the ability
.

. .

and authorization of the state to affedt outsiders' access to
. I

public educatioRal institutions. The scope and enforcement of

police power by the state is not unfgttered,. Federal and state
. I

constitutions, as well as precedent from case-law, shapes the
.

scope of police pwir.deRierldipg pn the time, place, persons, and ,i-
_ -

circumstances beingbeing regulated.
, .

--1



General Treseass

: v 0.

0-
P

Kaplin has found that, "many,statea, have tresppss statutes
X '.

,
which limit the use of a:public'Institution's facilities by;

._ . . e ,
4e, . '

",nonstudents, and somgtimes'etuaents as
well..,

Such statutes

/ '--.

,

provide that a violatia will'iesult in excluding,the offender
.

J,
- -,

- .

from thecampus. The violation of an order to leave made
,

v, ..
18

pursuant to the statute" is usually a misd6eakr." .

',*<
,

6

It has been observed that in the definition, of, termsc
....

following the introduction-to this study, a sample trespass r

.statute was provided from the revised Texas Penal; Code. iis.

sample statute is 'typical in thatyit is general in nature and

. ]
language, primarily to give it flexibility in application *to any

, .

variety Of fact, situations. Unfortunately, the use of criminal
. .ft .

,

,

trespass statutes in enforcing probleMs_on campuses has met
. . , , / _. , . '4'

,,,dth varying successes._ Even more scw loitering provisions in
- *

, 0 ',". . i
. ,

statutory law haveUndergone even more judicial aCrutiny.

Enforcement on campus, under criminal trespass statutes, was

recently.exected in the Kent',State University disturbances

in 1977, hOwever.19

The legal treatise "Annotation, Validity afieConstruction
4 4

orStatute or Ordinance Forbidding Unauthorized Persons to Enter

Upori 'or Remain in- School Building or Pr raises", herbafter referred

,tows 50 ARI43d 340, comments on these general provisions. The
r

_annotation cites that the general, statutes are "apparently
. ...-.

' 0 ', -

.--inadequate to deal with the wideFspread increase in school disturb-

"
'ances in recent years."

20

.

Th

s.
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'Elaborating on this afbrementionedcliointi the annotation reads:

Statutory-provisions making'certain acts Off trespass
Punishable as crimes are quitecoMmoni they,have
,Usually been held consitutiohal: -Similarly,
statutes and ordinanqes frimanyjureisd4ctians
make it a crime- to ''loiter" on a-publid-s'Veet,
or cn'pliblic.place8,' but an increasing number
of courts have struck down legiq.ation directecl.
merely at loitering, espeitiatIy where the term
is not defined or where.qtrcumstances under Which
the Sttatule,would 4pply were not sufficiently
set ,9ut

'-

Most attacki, through.litigatiOn and judicial review, on

cases of criminal trespass have been based on thq grounds 'of

'lack of specificity,of statutes, Partially as a consequence

to this, many jurisdications have more'specific legislative

enactments to deal with the trespasser problem at schools and

public campuses:

School }elated Tresf4ss/Loiteridg Statutes

Most authorities that have taken the.time to track imilar

cases, draft well-written4and,constructed legislation nd

ensure non-discriminatory enforCement, have developed effective

tools for controlling access to campuses. These statutes are

school related trespass/loitering statutes, often refined as a

response to attacks 6nd problems in breadth, scope, construction;

andlvagueness in the'traditIonal crimitnal,trespass and loitering

statutes,.

. As was reported in 50 ARL 3d 3 40, the following comments

are made:

,4,

...statutes and ordinances forbidding unauthorized
persoins to enter upon or remain on the school building
or premises have been enacted in several jurisdictions.
.The validity of such 'enactments, often phrased in
. terms of trespass or loiterdng, but with specific
reference to schools, has in most instances beep',
upheld against attacks on a varietyof grounds."

14
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It appears that,the success of these statutes has hinged

on careful attention to factors

dnd application of, the statutes

as weirai the careful wording

. .The'th;eevariableS that are

relevant to the test dfthdse statutes are: (1) legitiMacyii

the defendant's reason or reasons for being on or near the school;

(2) distancep or the specifics'of.where the defendent was or the

area covered by,the prohibition; and' (3) status, who the
0

'defendant was.
23 ,-

0

A review of the case law and statutes"reveals a wide
(

variety and array of differences'in the wording of these

statutes among the states and from city to city. Little has

been done to staqdardize of make uniform theie statutes.
ti

Many are worded to include college campuses, some. refer only

to schools, and some incorporate college into the definition .

of school.

First and Fourteenth Amendment Issues

The issue surroundinfg the impact of the First Amendment

was initially discussed in the introductory portion of this

study. Without a doubt, the constitutional amendment, is the

greatest operating doctrine that impacts on the question of
. p

access control...to public campuses. As was explained by Kaplin:

A public institution's authority to regulate the
use of its property is further limited by.the
federal.Constitution, in particulai the First
Amendment, and may also be affected by State
statutes or regulations Applicable to state
property in general or specifically to the
prqpertNof state educational institutions.
...these limitations on institutional authority
may provide right of access and use not only to
faculty and.Atudents, but. also the outside
community. 24 /

15A
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However, and 'in general, many well-defined school trespass/

13

loitering GtatUtes'have been held valid when tested against
4. Q F ,

allegations that they violated First Amendment rights including

;
. 1 ' '

freedom-of spe,ecff-e The rationales in several of these cases
m ,

L
,

are interes0.4 and worthy of note.

In all analysis of Kirstel v. -State (1971) 13 MO App 482,'
v

.

284Ad 12, tr% followingraomment was made regarding the

Upholdingr.to the trespags statlite against'the charges that

it violated the First Ame dment:

, Although reco izing the rights Of. free
speeChtand as embly are fundamental in a
,demotic,society, the court observed that
th's ut not mean thit everyone with opinions
or be2Tefs may address a group at any public'
,place,,at anytime. Moreover, the court
adopted the view that the public character
of .university does not grant individuals
license to engage ifi activities which disrupt
the-vtivitt6s., to which those-facilities were
dedicated.-2-5'.

Fuir,the.r, a "balancing of interest" doctrine appeared

with regard'td4another similar,case in which it' was alleged,
0

but not upheld; that a-State statute against school trespass/

40 loiterilpg.walS in conflect with the First Amendment rights of

. the defendariV." In the case of People v. Sprowal 11966) 49 Misc.

2d 806, an ,analysis read:

Observing further that the statute was not
directed at freerloM of speech, the court stated that
that the fact that it might,, have a partial or.
',incidental\ deterrent effect. on free speec was
jimitifiable anda necessary concession to e
ovecldding public interest in the maintenan e
of order andthe protectift of pupils caused
by ,the presence of unauthoriged persons invading
.the_p irecncts of the school .46

4

-.

I . 16
f
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Probably one.of the most illustrative cases in whidh
.4

a:statute 4.as held invalid as a violation of the First

. Amendmentguarantees was the College-related case of

+Grady. v. State 0472; Ind) 27S NE2d. 280. The rationale for
o 4.

.

z,v

the holding was based'upon the vaguenessnd constructionof'
. .

. . .

the statute, "in.effect giving the school officials unfettered

tdiscretion as to the reason's for which they could ask persons,

toleave the premises and puniehing disobedience to not depart

1\
from the premises.

"27

Closely related to these First Amendment rights,, Fourteenth

AMendment questions regarding due'process and equal protection

(discrimination) issues have been raisedlin cases related to
S

scha61 trespass/loiteying statutes. Generally) it has been

found
.

that-a-procedural due process administrative hearing is
tr

required to exclude a person from public premises.
28,

ThoSe

school trespass statutes subject to being overturned for

violation of the ceillaV.4tutional, guarantee of equal proteCtion
. ,

-

of the laware thope phrased A such ways that are not held
c ,

applicable to "all" pirsons, and "that e criminal offense .
- .

.statute asp6t of the statute apply to all persons, whether-

or not"they were students, staff; or'faculty."29
,

*. 1.'

* , The Injunction /
-

t
.

Malone and Eastman's'aCdol.int both of the university

d mistration's actions and -the protester's actions,duripg.

t e' Ken State Uni've'rsity construction'site encampment

illustrates,, by example, the%use of b th arrest for crimi
,

,

r

trespass and arrest for violations of court imp dejunction. 30

v ..
.
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The Matter process is gaining :more attentiOn.

At least two sources make.reference to thikinjuncton as a.
.

.

favorable means for dealing with the deiCands of outside

,

parties

to enter and do whatever they plan to do On the campus. Perhaps
. .- .

.

, -
..

0

injunctive-toqls may be one of the best recourss,,, in many cases 0

(

recourses',,

,

for university administrators to utilis-e. - .

injunction

,

.

.

'..

e . . Nall and Beck have reported the court injunction as., "e/tremely
4

successful in restoring order 9n campuses. Essentially, the(
...

. !'.
court injunction'guarantees the 'right to, peaceful protAst, but

. i,

forbids actions which become violent or deprives others of their4
.

rights." Further, these researchers note that -based'uPon what

they 11941.7e observed and stud0d, "in a vast majority of cases

stu,dents.have respected court injunctions:"31

Rosenthal's work entiled "Injoinctive'Rellef Against Campus
i3

Disorders appeatectin Volume. 11& of The University of Pennsy4mania

Law keVIew in 1970". Quoting frbm this cItspic reference, the
r

ARL annotator, paraphrased Rosenthal:
/

It has been observed that'as.ah effectiVe
remedy for cbllege'administrators seeking

1 "
to defuse explosive campus confrontations,
in*unctive relief against continuing. trespass
has 'significant advantage over criminal pros-

, ecutions: it avoids the immediate use of
police,, allows for a'cooling-off period,
interjectsthe court,as mediators, is
flexible in application, and ha consequences
that are not immediately harsh.-14

The development of the injunction as A resource in the

repertory of'the college of university administrator, mighty

have 'been one of the concep&O'NeilwaS copsidering in his
,..

prediction that colt eges would resort to the courts'for
f . .

protection againstxternal
.
pressures. The injunction i9 a

-8
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\V.
useful-tool for many,tDreats and pnauthoKized'actions on tie

campus, but it is not without limitations'. First, it is

difficult to process an injunction'reqdest beforetthe court
,/-

if the college, as a plan,tiff, cannot show good cause for the

relief. Further', the college'sprocessing of the request.

4.01ould..4e* well documerkted, detenible, and well executed.

4

.4*

Sicondly, the injundtion is not)( suitabl6 remedy against the

one-time or spontaneous transgressor who might appear on the

campus. .Finally, Uniyerwity administrators must be aware that

the defendant in such an injunction,is not s,ithOut his owns remedy.

There are procedures, under the Uniform Declaratory Judgements

Act for the defendant to seek declaratory judgement against

I

the ordinances and,statutes'restricting his campus behavior.1 3

Summary .

Ar

One of our stated objectives in thisstudy was to examine

some of the legal Means and some .related case lavi used

public higher education administretors. to control acpess to

,their campuses.' rea r has beenintroduced t&rthe risk

management concept and the Subsequent legaljnputsiaesociatea

with the approach,. The foundational concept of police, power

has been eviewed\aleng with the status of general trespass,

school related'trespass/loitering statutes, First and Fourteenth

ti
Amendment issues, sand finalljr the prooess known as 'injunction.

hat temains is for the reader' to review some suggestions for
.

dealing wAh'these legaliSms.

. 19
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IIGGESTiONS'
.

'

.

/

At.thig:.point in the study, the readexis somewhat'

fathilj.ar,with the problems and vulnerabilitieg associated
t

with the,openness and attractiveness of the campus to-
,

17

f
...outsiders and Unauthbrized persons. Additionally, an overview

of the -legal processes and climate existing with regard to- /

controlling access Ito the,pUblic college or university campus

has been briefly ekamined. Let us proceed to itemize at least:
.

seven (7) suggestions for an administrative apprOch tdthese

issues.

anagementr Risk managepent. has been,lightly )(a) Practice Risk

discussed in this paper, but it is a proposition of potential
4 4.

magnitude: Administrators should consider the indorporation'of
1.

,a risk management philosophy and implementation of the practices.

The development of a total University protectipn policy.has

numerous advantages for .the epterprise: (1) it Forbes a tighter

accountability and Aplotection of resources (human and-nun-414mn)li

(2) it generates a more secure, and.qonsequently more comfortable

environment; and (3) reduceg 'ngtitutional risks and vulnerabilities

(i.e., litigation). A functio ',risk managementiprogram forces

the administratO'r end his staff into action to assess the operatipn,

the resources, and then hopefully prevent many of the legal pitfalls 3

surrounding these risks:--Cole explains that a risk management

policy, is a'very powerful management too1.34

,(b) Mhke Effective Use of'COunsel: Wit'h'thedomplexities that

we have acknowledged in this sudy, the need fon counsel has

been made more evident. ,Epstein writes that' there are at least

120 .
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r

4

six means fbr the administrator to make proper ,rise lf counself.

CC

I

havefrone, (2) involve your attorppy,(3) ncourage the

.attorney to come-up with solid construCtive,adv e and creative

'18

suggestions; (4)' utrlize the legal check-tap appr9sch, and (5) I.

maintain institutional membership in, the Vatiorral Association
ti

of College and University Attorneys (NACUA}. Epstein does not
0

include this matter.in his list, but akes the significant
,

. .

point, that is to, "ask the unasked° uestions; do not expect

your attorney to devise your problems without help.
"35

(c) -Incorporate the.Attorney Into the.Management,Tedm: Corbally

notes the vital importance of the counsel in all administrative

.decision-making. He writes, "he [the attorney] will raise,

questions abodt processes and procedures and the nature of

4

36'
commitment.",

(d) utilize a Vari ty of4Legal Resources: ,According tp Beale,-

there variety ofiegal talents,available
-
to higher education.

Each source hasits distinct advantages and-disadvantages,

Dependipg on the level, scogt, and type of.question, wejmight
I- I

.
.

wish to retain or'consult the trustea's attorney, law p.rofessors, f

, %

.

attorneys-general, private law firms, or our own fullrtime, counsel.

.krther, BealemWes another point that is worthy of consi0eAtion,

that is he possibility of the attorneys-general providing

resident stants 4t the large universities.
37

(e) Read, Brief, and Analy&e Significant Legal, Decisions and

Issues Related to Campus Access: Blumer,
38

and Hopkins and Roha39

stress'the neceSsity#for the administrator being well versed
.

in legal issues and trends. This is important Aot only for

effective administrative decisiorrmaking, but also in order to

21.
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discuss these Matters proficie.ntly withcounsel. An adminiptrator

',must equip himself and this staff with the ability to know the

right questions to ask. ThA, ontent of this study albne, dealing

' with campus access, has touche ,on at least a dozen classic
,

and landmark cases. The administrator needs his own pers
T

nal

.1

legal data bank.

(f) Endtre Counsel in Using Effective Internal. Management .Practices:
, .

Organization. and efficiency in'a law office is both an art

and a science. Sensenbrenner offers several recommendations for

, maintaining efficiency for providing legal services to the

-college administration. Centtialization of all campus attorneys

is just one aspect of this. Specialized procedures such as

opinion distribution, board agenda indexing,.and citation files

are among several practices he. discusses and ekplains.A The

essential elements sought are the rapid digesting, retrieval, and

dissemination of timely legal information.
40
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(
(g),. Examine Alternate Models for Legal Service Delivery: .

N

2'4:1

:-.41444

Probably one of the most dynaMic utilization'ModelS for

counsel has-been the recent deelopffient of_the .police legal
,

advisor cOncept*now used in many law enfoYcement agencies.
e`r

Multiple roles and duties fot thein-house counsel have bepn

reviewed, experimented with, and promulgated. .136ssibly4, some

analysis and review of these alternate models for counsel might

be well worth (51.1r while in light of the rapidly-changing

legal climate on our campuses.
. - ,

We might view, the content and the broader implications of

this,study' by using the simplified systems model diagram.bel

Inputs:
Threat"
Vulnerabilities
Legal Factors
Resources, Etc.

Outputsj.
Uncertainty
Administrative
Policies &
Practices

The future outputs are uncertain with respect,4rthe legal
\

. , .

,

factors and other inputs concerning access to the
I

, ./

essential ingredient appears tebe the reactive a

behavior of higher education administrators to rec gnize,

campus. The,

d proactive

'research, and deal with these issues.

J

g°1
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